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The Needs for ESP in EST in Japan
⚫ Japanese images in question: 

➢ the “Japan Technology” : declining brand?

➢ the “Japanese Nobel prize winning”: present or past?

➢ the “Japanese economy”: truth or myth?

➢ the “silent Japanese” : fact or image?

⚫ Japanese academic and scientific research in decrease: 
Two reports 

(1) 2016: 日本の大学における研究力の現状と課題 (NTSTEP, 2014) of the National 
Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP) (科学技術・学術政策研究所) of 
Japan (http://hdl.handle.net/11035/2456). 

(2) 2018: 日本の科学研究力の現状と課題, published in November, 2018, by the same 
institute, the unsatisfactory status has not been improved (NISTEP, 
http://data.nistep.go.jp/dspace/handle/11035/2456). 

Japan falling from slowest increase to only decrease 
among top 8 countries in less than 2 years



Report 1: NISTEP Report of 2016



Report 2: NISTEP Report of 2018



Declining of international publications 
from Japan

National Institute of Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP). (2014) .日本の大学における研究力の現状と課題.http://hdl.handle.net/11035/2456. p.2. 



University of Electro-Communications (UEC Tokyo)
（国立大学法人）電気通信大学:理工系研究大学



Technical English (技術英語) : 
UEC Educational Reforms

⚫ To add “Undergraduate Technical English” (UTE) to 
the 3rd year of undergraduate school: 

情報理工学部→ 3年次前後期 「学部技術英語」

⚫ To add “Graduate school Technical English” (GTE) 
to the 1st semester of the Master’s program of the 
Graduate School of Informatics & Engineering

情報理工学研究科→修士 1年前期 「大学院技術英語」

Compulsory programs for graduation



Types of English language 
in the English curricula of UEC
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Graduate School Technical English 
(GTE大学院技術英語): 

The Core Curricular Goals for All Depts

Focus of Skills Selected Genres

Oral & Listening Research presentation

Writing Abstracts and/or Full 

research paper

Reading Research articles



Characteristics of GTE
Course Structure

Department-based syllabi 
based on a common core 
curriculum

Full-time English and science
faculty with assistant part-
time teachers

Department-based course 
management

Skills, grammar-translation, 
e-learning-based 

Department-based tasks, 
tests and student evaluation

No remedial classes

Course Content

Specific EST for research in 
different disciplines

Dependence on team syllabus 
design 

Specialized technical terms 
covered in research labs

Focusing on genres for research, 
conference and journal 
publications

Heavier focus on writing and 
presentation

Academic reading strategies 
depending on lab teachers



Case study of I-Dept (InfoSci) 2020

⚫ Three disciplinary programs: 
Information and Communication Systems (IC)
Electronic Information Systems (EI)
Mathematical Information Science (MI)

⚫ Total number of students: 

115

⚫ Staffing (team meeting): 
Disciplinary teachers; full-time English faculty; part-time English faculty

⚫ Duration:
15 weeks/classes; 90 minutes per class

⚫ Teaching materials: 
Authentic materials developed by teachers including online feedback; published RAs
by disciplinary teachers; reference books for researchers and writers

⚫ Assessment and evaluation: 
Joint assessment based on assignments, e.g. abstracts and/or RAs, presentation slides 
and delivery, reading assignments and quizzes 



English faculty team vs Department faculty team

English Team: 

⚫ Teach mainly in English 

⚫ Present common and basic concepts for 
understanding scientific English and EST 
genre

⚫ Help students check language aspects such 
as grammar and vocabulary as commonly 
used in scientific research

⚫ Focus on common logic in students’ writing 
and presentation

⚫ Build international communication skills and 
competences in students and help students 
become international researchers 

⚫ Teaching methods of genre-based approach
and CLIL

Dept Team:

⚫ Teach mainly in Japanese 

⚫ Present practical ways for students to 
produce 

⚫ Familiarize students with the 
conventions in the more specific 
research fields

⚫ Check research aspects in students’ 
writing and presentation 

⚫ Build international communication 
skills and competences in students and 
help students become international 
researchers 

⚫ Teaching methods based on personal
learning experiences and practical
skills



The structure of RA abstract genre: 
5 moves (RA version) 

Table of Rhetorical Moves

Move # Typical Labels Implied questions
Move 1 Background/introduction/ situation What do we know about the topic?

Why is the topic important?

Move 2 Present research/purpose What is the study about?

Move 3 Methods/materials/subjects/

proceedings

How was it done?

Move 4 Results/findings What was discovered?

Move 5 Discussion/conclusion/implications/

recommendations

What do the findings mean?

(Swales & Feak, 2009; Feak & Swales, 2012)



The teaching procedure

(After IMRAD) 
Introducing genre 

concepts & 
scientific English 

styles

Identifying key 
elements of various 

genres

Learning and 
modeling on RA 

abstract structure: 
the 5 moves

Writing original 
abstract based on 
B4 Graduation 

Thesis

Self-checking →
Peer-review →

Teacher feedback  

Revising & 
Submission



Sample authentic RAs recommended by science 
teachers



Background:

Aim:

Method:

Results:

Discussion

Practicing identification of 5 moves
Students are asked to bring a RA that they need to study for their research 
in the labs to the class. The RA must be full-length paper with a full-
length abstract. Then, students are asked to divide the abstract into chunks 
that fit the following moves: 

After sharing their findings in groups, students are asked to explain why 
some abstracts do not contain background and/or discussion moves. 
For advanced students, they can modify and improve/improvise the 
original abstract following the 5-move style. 



Summary of Teacher Feedback Form
of Electronic Information Systems Class











Common Errors in Students’ Abstracts

Background too long Missing articles

Missing motivation and previous studies Inconsistency in tenses

Lacking highlighting significance and or 

novelty of findings

Too many compound sentences

Missing research purpose Wrong usages in third-person singular

Missing discussion Too many usages of “we” and “it” 

sentences

Mixing research purpose and methods Wrong punctuation marks

Mixing methods and results Inconsistency in capitalization

Too short Undefined acronyms or technical terms

Not in one paragraphing Spelling of technical terms

Random indentation Lacking conjunction/connectors



Concluding Remarks

⚫ The compelling need for improving international 
scientific research publications in Japan

⚫ The case study of UEC Graduate school Technical 
English course: the design, team teaching and 
collaboration with disciplinary faculty

⚫ The teaching methods and procedure of RA Abstract

⚫ Summary of teachers’ feedback on student abstracts

⚫ Future prospects: Going into the 11th year with 
strengthened English faculty team
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Thank you very much for 
your attention!


